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Abstract
The state of consciousness that involves attention to experiences, moment by moment, in a receptive and non-judgmental manner is characterized as mindfulness or mindfulness. The mindfulness construct has been extensively researched, mainly in clinical studies and more recently in its impact on social habits and consumerism. So, how can mindfulness contribute to changing exacerbated consumption habits? This study presents a reflection on the state and practice of mindfulness through a bibliographic review in recent articles, related to the context of consumption and the social environment. In this way, we understand the society in which consumer relations are in an accelerated process, while they aim at progress, they face a narcissistic moment, in search of constant satisfaction, generating an individualist reflex.

Thus, it demonstrates a possible point of convergence, in which mindfulness can minimize a certain influence on another, either by social bias, by the significance of brands and media disclosures (cause), or by consumerism. So, how can mindfulness be an effective way of preparing people to face the challenges of consumerism daily? The results of the researches show that the practice of mindfulness can help in controlling the satisfaction of consumption activities, emotional regulation, reduction of emotional stress, improvement of social involvement and increase in personal bonds. Likewise, these benefits can extend to well-being, both emotional and health, generating a better quality of life.
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Introduction
Consumption can be understood as the act or the effect of consuming, it is an element of biological survival, although it is an active part of the psychological of people and is among the most basic and remote activities of the human being [1]. One can live without producing, but living without consuming becomes a very difficult situation, since human beings depend on consumption to guarantee their survival [2]. Understood as a characteristically individual activity, it can be verified that it occurs in a public way-as in the consumption of health services, transport and health, for example-and, in the same way, it may have a profile of resource depletion: “Consumption is divided between a supply and expenditure activity, in analogy both to what it nourishes and destroys [3].”

Compulsive Consumers / ONIOMANIA / TCC
The way in which people make their purchasing decisions based only on rational criteria or cognitive assessments of market options has lost space for lines that claim that purchasing relationships are strongly influenced by behavioral optics. The consumption process is related to the variations between supply and demand and the rational consumer has been replaced by the influence of thoughts, attitudes, expectations and feelings intrinsic to this process [4, 5].

Compulsion, Anxiety and Mindfulness Actions
It is known that high levels of anxiety can impair the use of HS, preventing the subject from issuing a socially adequate response [7-9]. Thus, it is indicated the inclusion of techniques that help...
to reduce anxiety in consumerism, in order to potentiate the intervention so that the learned repertoire is put into practice [7]. Anxiety reduction strategies are used from the identification of signs of anxiety, to exercises aimed at muscle relaxation and images that deepen the state of relaxation [7].

**Final Considerations**

It is concluded that the use of mindfulness techniques in the context of sustainable consumption can bring benefits to the participants, increasing the capacity for emotional regulation and the awareness of the internal and external experience. These attributes enable an increase in the ability to perform daily tasks, to deal with emotions such as anxiety, helping with mental health. Also, mindfulness can contribute to better performance and learning in everyday tasks.
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